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Abstract 

MODAL CHARACTERISTICS OF A STRUCTURE 
USING PRINCIPAL EIGENVALUE METHOD 

A. Caja, S.R. Nagaraja 

Costruzioni Aeronautiche Giovanni Agusta 
Cascina Costa,Gallarate,Italy 

The method involves the use of a computer programme which 
forms part of continued research work undertaken to study the 
normal modes of a helicopter and other associated characteri-
stics. The paper examines the application of the programme to 4( 
a case where a structure is excited by one of the modern methods 
of excitation namely, the random technique. 

Some important structures of a helicopter will be chosen 
for this task which will be subjected to random excitation. 
The experimental data thus obtained will be processed through 
the said computer programme which is in two parts. The first 
will provide the necessary frequency response function inputs, 
the second will further elaborate and analyse these processed 
experimental data yielding the modal characteristics of the 
structures chosen. The mode shapes, the mass, the stiffness 
and the damping matrices will be computed. 

As a final step an appraisal of this programme will be made 
by comparing these results with those obtained using other 
programmes written in the course of this research effort. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The present study is part of a long term research pro
gramme directed towards the study of the dynamic characteristics 
of mechanical structures. The study is being carried out under 
the following headings: 

i) Experimental procedure 

ii) Data acquisition 

iii) Elaboration of experimental data 

iv) Iteration procedure with theoretical data 
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Using the concept of "Total Dynamics" in which a small 
team is responsible for the whole project, it is endeavoured 
to perfect a system in order to furnish the information neces 
sary for the development of new structures via sophisticated 

theoretical and practical solutions. A desirable requisite 
for a system is to adapt i tse"lf to the type of exigencies of 
single problems. This paper presents, in particular, a pro
gramme used for the evaluation of the elastomechanical cha
racteristics of helicopter structures using experimental data 
obtained by random excitation. 

As a sample case for study an experimental analysis of 
the flapping modes of a main rotor blade (without centrifugal 
field) is considered. A comparison of these results is made 
with those obtained using other analytical methods that employ 
finite element theory and other programmes which have been 
developed in the course of this research. 

It has been found that the most efficient way to analyse 
a complex structure is to ~se a substructure approach in which 
each component part of the complete assembly is analysed indi
vidually. Methods for combining the mass, stiffness and damping 
matrices of these substructures in order to analyse the whole 
structure are being developed. An "Impedance-Matching" techni
que can then be applied to determine the overall dynamic be
haviour of the complete helicopter. 

2. GENERAL REMARKS ON GROUND VIBRATION TESTING 

Mechanical structures transfer force and motion which 
by nature are inseparable. The transfer of one variable always 
accompanies the transfer of the other and in product they con
stitute mechanical energy. Structural mass, stiffness and dam
ping characteristics all impede the transfer of forced dynamic 
motion. These structural characteristics tend to delay or di
stort the force or displacement quantity being transferred. 

Understanding the nature of this transfer process is 
fundamental to understanding the behaviour of a structure under 
its environmental loading situation. Six transfer functions are 
frequently measured: compliance (x/F), mobility (x/F), inertan
ce (:iUF), apparent stiffness (F /x), impedance (F /x), apparent 
mass (F jx) . ·To measure this series of transfer functions, 
characterising the structure, the structure itself is subjected 
to a force introduced at a point with a fixed orientation and 
the resultant motions are measured at one or more fixed points. 

Until the mid 1960's transfer functions were measured 
by carefully controlling the amplitude of excitation to be 
constant and measuring the resultant response. That is, the 
denominator was held constant (for a range of frequencies) 
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and the numerator was measured within the controlled frequency 
range. 

The sweep sine method, being the most precise means of 
exciting a structure, has been successfully used to study the 
above. However this, as we know, is elaborate and time consu
ming by way of calibration, setting-~p of equipment etc. It has 
also the drawback of not simulating the operating environment. 

In recent times to eliminate the need for carefully con
trolled inputs and to excite all frequencies simultaneously 
random techniques have been developed. Unfortunately random 
techniques require more expensive instrumentation than the 
swept sine method, either to analyse on-line data using hard
ware instruments or software programmes to extract data from 
recorded tape. 

To reduce the need of buying expensive and sophisticated 
equipment for on-line analysis of data we decided to build up 
a system as flexible as possible acquiring only the excitation 
part and writing the necessary interface and analysis program
mes. 

2.1 Test aim 

We can describe a structure mathematically by the equa-
tion: 

( 1 ) 

We have to determine the transfer function data through 
ground vibration tests which provide us with information on 
natural frequencies, generalised masses, stiffness and damping 
characteristics. The experiment was designed to measure these 
properties and to test the validity of using these modes to 
predict forced response. 

2.2 Test Method and Procedure 

Three types of excitation can be used and these are: 

i) Swept sine 

ii) Random 

iii)Transien:t or impulsive 

Usually by measuring one of the following quantities: 
Compliance/Apparent stiffness, Mobility/Impedance, Inertance/ 
Apparent Mass the others can be obtained simply by a "switch
ing technique" built into the software. That is, having mea
sured real and imaginary inertance it is possible to compute 
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the needed mobility data doing the following operations: 

COMPLIANCE C "x/ F 

MOBILITY 't'" x.; F 

INERTANCE 0 = XjF that is 

l'±'l~ w Jcj :J-=:7:+ 't' c. 
90° 

lal= w
2 /cl JC\ " ~.,. 180° 

and 

/'f/ = lflVw ~~ ~- 90° 
or 

T' 'R. 8Jw 'f :l 1<. " - 8/w 

The sweep sine method as we know does not represent the 
real situation despite its optimal qualities. The Ranclom and 
Impulsive techniques are a bit expensive, comparatively speak
ing, but have advantages over the former. The latter two are 
now extensively used on account of the rapidity with which 
they provide the required results. Whatever the method of test-
ing, the procedure (fig. 1 ) is to excite the structure at a 
number of points (degree of freedom of mathematical model) 
and measure the driving point and transfer point functions at 
these points and record the same on tape. A number of records 
for each point is to be taken to get a good average of "points" 
to decrease random errors. Mass cancellation corrections have 
to be considered and incorporated into the results. 

2.3 Processing of Test Results 

A transfer function describes a cause/effect relationship 
between two measured signals. Experimentally exciting a struc
ture with a measured force and simultaneously measuring its 
response motion permits a force/motion transfer function to be 
evaluated. This measurement can be used to determine the struc
ture's reson.ant frequencies, damping characteristics, stiffness 
and inertia. 

The Fourier Transform offers a method for converting a 
time history into its component frequencies. It takes the 
form: 
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where 6(c) is the time function and D(f) the Descrete 
Fourier Transform, or in digital version: 

which are illustrated in fig.8. 
It can be seen that the frequency resolution availa

ble is implicit in time, the length of a frame of data and 
the number "N" of data points in it. Limitations of core fix 
the upper limit in size of "N" and it can also be seen that 
an extremely short sampling of data should be chosen for a 
given duration T of the frame of data. 

In vibration analysis this problem (plus the fact 
that one frame does not constitute a good statistical sample) 
has been overcome by averaging the values of the spectral 
coefficients over several frames of data. In fact this rein
forces the quasi-periodic phenomenon and reduces random error 
(4% in the sample case presented). 

A further problem arises from the finite length of a 
sample frame. This is referred to as truncation error and 
stems from the fact that each frame is treated as one cycle 
of a periodic phenomenon. To minimize this error the so cal
led "hanning smoothing" procedure has been used. This means 
to weight the sample values to favour those in the centre of 
the frame and reducing those near the ends. One would expect 
this to introduce truncation errors in the vicinity of the 
frequencies occurring at the end of each frame, but this does 
not appear to be a problem provided that the frame period is 
long compared with the impulse response of the system being 
studied. 

From these compound waveforms we can compute the 
Power Spectral Density for the input and output and the 
Cross Spectral Density between them using the FFT built into 
our ATSA programme (Agusta Time Series Analysis). We can then 
derive the transfer function in the form: 

H (jk) = 
Cross spectral density (Y,X) 

Power Spectral Density (X) 

as shown in fig.3a/b,dealing with inertance. 
After verifying that the coherence values are accep

table in the selected frequency range the analogue data is 
then digitised and stored on magnetic tape. 
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The real and imaginary parts (references 1 and 3) 
of the spectrum are then entered into subroutines, SDR 
(Structural Dynamic Research), which calculate the stiff
ness and the damping matrices, the associated natural fre
quencies and mode shapes. Other subroutine takes the para
meters derived and mathemati~ally reconstitutes the spec
trum for comparison with the original one. This is illustra-
ted in fig. 2 . The good agreement between the plots 
of experimental data and computed response allows us an 
acceptable degree of confidence in the evaluated mass, 
stiffness and damping matrices,as shown in .fig. 10. 

3. MODAL APPROACH TO THE EXTRACTION OF DOMINANT MODE 
EIGENVALUE 

Equation (1) describes small motions of a linear 
elastic and lightly damped structure so that the Rayleigh 
assumption (reference 1) holds. With the procedure detai
led in reference 4 defining the element mobility as the 
ratio between the velocity phasor and the force phasor 
along selected coordinates the following relation holds: 

-'R 

f =-:-.w ~lw) v 
<-

( ~. r _2_;4..._(_· w 2.-)-'Z-
v ;a_,.--~ 

.v flZ 
v 

(2) 

with the associated imaginary component: 

1. --- ( 3) 

Each mobility is a complex function of frequency 
and it is necessary to measure the real and imaginary parts 
of the forces and moments relative to the motion of the 
structure over the range of interest. Plotting equation (2), 
fig. 4 , it is seen that real mobility associated with 
each natural frequency is almost unaffected by the presence 
of other modes especially when these modes are well separa
ted from the one considered. It follows that a measure of 
real mobility at each natural frequency will have informa
tion only related to boundary modes. The problem is to 
extract the effective components from the measured mobility 
values to find the dominant mode. 
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The mobility data at a forcing frequency can be 
expressed as a summation,over the selected degrees of free
dom,of each modal mobility: 

I (4) 

~= 
(w) 

The sum of real mobility around each natural fre
quency considered is then a measure of the normal modes of 
the structure. Let the inverse of this sum be 

-1 

Multiplying this by the mobility value at a selected for-
cing frequency we have, 

_1. 
.(2 -R 

R cop R 'f ,w~l _1. r [~ f = ~of=' -

[ 'f.R w* wf~n-~. -t-(wtl 
fd "'(wf) 

Now, considering the i-th component of the modal matrix 
vector~ it is possible to express the dominant eigenva
lue problem through an interation procedure based on the 
following expression: 

-1 -R. 

lR _n.~or .R r~,u1 .. ) [ 1 f t \ ) f \ 
l J. tT' t ) .t. (ull 

wr.Q.-i. 
(W~) A,. 

wr ~ .Q.~ " ( w~) 

Having thus determined the mode shape we also know the real 
and imaginary component of each mode. 
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3.1 Estimates of Modal Properties 

The accuracy of the estimates depends at leas• ~·~ 

the follcwing three: 

i) 

i1) 

iii) 

Precision of measured data 

Validity of the viscous or hysteretic m• ''"" 1 

for damping effects 

Coupling between modes 

It has been shown that the response propertic~ 
(eg, mobilities) of a system may be expressed in terms uf 
contributions of each mode computed through the iterated 
mode shape. To compute l:i1e stiffness and mass elements it 
is useful, for systems w1th relatively few degrees of troe
dom, to model one wi til a "skeleton technique" (referen<•e 5), 
fig. 5 . A great advantage of this is that the identified 
mass and stiffness terms are not sensitive to the accuracy 
of a damping estimate. 

To evaluate modal damping and to have a eompal·ison 
between results, the programme uses also the following quo
tations to determine generalised mass, stiffness and ru.tu
ral frequencies. 

~ = ---
N 

-I 

H_.: (wj) 

The disadvantage of using the above formulation is that it 
implicity involves inverting the mobility matrix, and this 
is likely to emphasize experimental errors which, even with 
the efforts to obtain measurement accuracy, may be sig~lli
cant at the modal frequencies of the system. 
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To evaluate the mass, stiffness and damping matri
ces, if N is the number of measured points, the order of 
identified matrix will be N, even t it is possible to identify 
more than N natural frequencies from the transfer function 
plot. Sometimes these matrices may have negative terms and 
this means that the coupling between the various parts is 
to be taken into account although the structure is conside
red to be made up of isolated parts for our studies. 

The physical meaning of i-j element of each matrix 
is that the real structure will generally give a partial 
derivative of the i-force in respect to j-response that 
has an effective mass component equal to the i-j element of 
the matrix itself. 

4. TEST RESULTS 

In order to verify the programme a test was designed 
in which the structure was excited by a narrow band signal f 
having a Rayleigh distribution. This distribution is charac-
terised by a certain bandwidth centred at a selected frequency. 
The consequence was, of course, a lack of coherence at both 
ends of the recorded signal as shown in fig. 6. Under these 
circumstances the best thing to do was to carefully select 
the input data where the coherence was acceptable. This was 
done by choosing the region as shown in fig.10 but deleting 
the effect of deep "valleys" (fig 6 ) . 

A total of five points, fig, 7 , was chosen on the 
structure which was excited at each of these points in turn. 
For each point a ten-minute recording was obtained to enable 
a reasonable average of points to be made and to see also 
if this would be a good procedure to avoid the lack of 
coherence. The response of the structure was measured at 
these points to get the driving and transfer point functions, 
fig, 3 , enabling the determination of the modal characteri
stics shown in fig, 9a/b. In order to equalise the effect of 
each modal mobility it was necessary to introduce a number 
of normalization procedures. Of course, due to the Rayleigh 
distribution (fig. 6 ) it was not possible to identify the 
2nd and the 6th mode shown in fig.9a,9b. 

A comparison between the results of this test and 
the data obtained by using sinusoidal excitation, finite 
element method and transfer matrix method (reference 6) 
shows that there is generally a good agreement between theo
retical and experimental methods, In this regard we have to 
say that using the finite element method we get more than 
three modes in the chosen region (fig.10 ). The SDR program
me identified three modes: this is due to the frequency re
solution which is a function of the sampling rate of data, 
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The efficiency of this programme can be seen in fig.10 
dealing with real and imaginary components of the measured 
mode. 

It is now necessary to evaluate the physical mea
ning of the matrices computed by the programme and used to 
get the theoretical model giving the good response shown 
in fig.10. This model, according to the number of measure
ment points (equal to or higher than the degrees of freedom), 
give the same response of the physical structure at the se
lected point. The computed mass, stiffness and damping matri
ces are the elements with which it is possible to build up 
a system as the one shown in fig. 5 comprising of real 
masses, springs and dampers (even if some of these terms are 
negative). 

The characteristics of real masses and springs dif
fer,in general, from those of ideal elements in respect to 
non linearities and plastic deformation. Furthermore the 
force generated by a damper may not be exactly proportional 
to velocity, mainly with the use of elastomeric bearings or 
vibration isolation materials; in this case the damping coef
ficient may depend on the amplitude of motion. 

Coupled with the above, as summarised in fig. 1 
there are factors, connected with the test itself, adding 
uncertainities into impedance data evaluation and use. 
This is a good reason to evaluate the coherence 
values before recording the measured signal and to perform 
several averages. 

It has to be emphasized that the success of appli
cation and use of these data in any programme like the SDR 
depends largely on the accuracy of the measured data, and 
in order to ensure this, considerable care and attention 
to the details must be exercised in every aspect of the 
measurement technique. Furthermore high sampling rate in 
data digitalization and random noise generator with wide
band signal are key points for higher reliability. 

Conclusions 

The goal of this test was to find the elastomecha
nical characteristics of a structure demonstrating that the 
reliability of a cheeper solution utilizing the software 
approach is acceptable in comparison to the more expensive 
hardware approach for data analysis. The goal is achieved. 

For these tests we have utilized a hardware system 
sufficient for a demonstration of concept feasibility but 
not optimized for engineering purposes. This experience was 
utilized to define the hardware covering the desired spectra. 

This work has demonstrated the validity of a modal 
approach for the definition of a mathematical model having 
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the same response of the real structure through identified 
matrices of mass, stiffness and damping, 

The reduction of vibratory level of a helicopter 
will be obtained tuning properly the coupling between each 
substructure. This will be obtained knowing the matrices of 
substructures (i.e. fuselage, pylon,. engines, rotors, etc.) 
and connecting them by junction elements having known and 
easy to modify elastomechanical characteristics. 
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NOTATION 

X 

F 

M 
K 

D 
q 
f 
w 
cp 
H 
't' 
H4(wl 

\f~(w) 
I 'tJ 
rx-J 
g 

12<. 
-3" 

DEFINITION: 

SUPERSCRIPTS 

T 

-T 

R 

SUBSCRIPTS 

j,k 

DOF 

NF 

Displacement 

Input force 

Mass matrix" 

Stiffness matrix 

Damping matrix 

Generalized coordinates, column or row vector 

Generalized forces, column or row vector 

Forcing frequency 

Matrix of modal vectors 

Matrix of impedance 

Matrix Of mobility 

Generalized i-th modal impedance 

Generalized i-th modal mobility 

Generalized mass 

Generalized stiffness 

Structural damping 

Natural frequency of i-th mode 

Phase angle 

A driving point is the measurement point 
where input and response coincide in lo
cation and direction. 

Transpose matrix 

Inverse transpose 

Derivative with respect to time 

Real, imaginary 

Modulus 

Forcing frequency 

Indices for frequencies near each resonance 

Degree of freedom 

Natural frequencies 
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